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We are Automotive Leasing Experts

I

t really doesn’t matter how large your ﬂeet is - one vehicle
or 100 vehicles - if you really want to minimise your
costs, improve your control and achieve a well-managed
and compliant operation, you will need to give careful
consideration to your decisions.
When helping new clients, we encounter the same recurring
supply characteristics: too many suppliers or over-commitment
to one supplier; inappropriate funding methods; overspending;
failure to assess whole life costs; lack of management
information; duty of care negligence. If any of these sound
strangely familiar to you, or if you take more of an ad-hoc
approach to sourcing and running your vehicles, or if you’d
simply like more help, then why not give us a call—we will
likely save you time and money.
Helping clients to balance the often ‘emotive’ aspects of
sourcing their vehicles with the practical considerations
of how they fund their choices, minimise costs, respond
to environmental challenges and stay legally compliant,
is where we excel.
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A

llied Vehicle
Contracts is a leading
UK lease vehicle
supplier. Since we
opened our doors in 1997, we have
helped thousands of customers
secure the best value contract hire
and leasing deals designed speciﬁcally
for them. And our customers come in all
shapes and sizes - from the single artisan
‘white van man’, through to the Fleet
Manager and Financial Director of some of
the highest proﬁle UK businesses.
We have access to some of the very best
contract hire lease deals for cars and commercial
vehicles and offer you the security of being able
to deal directly with a primary level introducer
to some of the UK’s foremost leasing providers.
We are regulated by the leasing companies that we
represent, by the BVRLA (British Vehicle Rental and
Leasing Association) and by the Financial Conduct
Authority, all of which safeguard your interests
and give you the reassurance that you
are receiving advice
you can trust.

Allied Vehicle Contracts has supplied thousands of managed lease vehicles to thousands of
business users right across the UK. We provide a consultative service, which remains free
from any charge structure, and an online ﬂeet management platform that amounts to the
same as having your very own Fleet Manager on hand 24/7.
If you would like to consider a more effective way of running your vehicles
then call us now on 0800 0288323.
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Fleet Audit

E

ven well managed ﬂeets have room for improvement.
We begin every relationship by carrying out our free Fact
Find and Supply Audit detailing all aspects of your
current ﬂeet.

How will it help your business?
Our ﬂeet audit will analyse your current approach and make
recommendations on how to lower ﬂeet costs, reduce your carbon
footprint, lessen your administration and improve control over
your vehicles and drivers.
Why Allied Vehicle Contracts?
Our ﬂeet support team has more than 50 years combined
experience in company ﬂeet supply. We use this experience
to identify those areas where you can reduce your costs and
improve the performance of your ﬂeet, adding real tangible
value to our vehicle lease and supply function.
The audit will include your current and proposed vehicle
recommendations, a competitive tendering review of
contracts and wider cost implications of your decisions,
including national insurance contributions, restricted
rental tax recovery and likely fuel consumption. The
Supply Audit will be carried out free of charge and
with no obligations attached.

“We continue to recommend
Allied Vehicle Contracts because
we have complete trust in their
expertise and abilities in all areas
of ﬂeet management.”
Steve Fearnehough
Managing Director
Crossway Scaffolding (Elland) Ltd
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Funding Strategy
Finance Lease
A Finance Lease can be a ﬂexible and tax efficient
option where a company can choose to amortise either
the entire cost of the vehicle, including the ﬁnance
charges, over an agreed lease period, or opt to pay
funding products to offer ﬂeet
lower monthly rentals with a ﬁnal residual rental
solutions that are impartial, optimised
deferred to the end of the contract which is set to
for purpose and competitive, saving
mirror the anticipated resale value of the vehicle.
you time and money.
Beneﬁts from VAT recovery opportunities.
e combine our
independent advice
with access to an
extensive range of

Contract Hire
A favoured option for many businesses.
A ﬁxed term operating lease which can
include full maintenance, breakdown cover
and tyre replacement included within a
ﬁxed monthly outgoing. Allows vehicles to be
renewed at regular two-ﬁve year intervals duty of care friendly. Beneﬁts from VAT
recovery opportunities.

Contract Purchase
A conditional credit sale method of vehicle
ﬁnance, suitable for businesses preferring
to own or having the option to own their
vehicles, while retaining an option to
avoid the risk of depreciation. Can
include a maintenance option.

Lease Purchase (HP)
A dedicated vehicle funding product
useful for businesses requiring ownership
and / or resale responsibility. A pure instalmentbased ﬁnance product without any
maintenance or additional services.
“We have used Allied
Flexible Contract Hire
A form of short term operating lease – a low commitment hire product
ideal for short term rental, uncertain term, trial employee contract or
pre-contract requirements. Beneﬁts from VAT recovery opportunities.
Personal Contract Hire (PCH) / Personal Contract Purchase (PCP)
An ideal solution for Directors and employees who wish to run the
car for a set period, ﬁnancing the depreciation and cost of borrowing.
Personal contract variations will offer a range of possibilities including
future purchase options and maintenance. Can be helpful in avoiding
prohibitive beneﬁt-in-kind charges associated with company supplied
higher value/emission vehicles.
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Vehicle Contracts for our
lease vehicle requirements
for many years. They have
always proven themselves
to be knowledgeable
and competitive. I would
recommend them to any
business looking to optimise
their ﬂeet.”
Michael Douglas,
Managing Director
Glaston Compressors Limited

Competitive Tendering

W

e have formal relationships with the leading UK FN50
funders including Alphabet GB, Arval UK, Lex Autolease
and Network (Leaseplan). We can therefore offer you
access to a wide spectrum of funding solutions from
the most competitive funders in the UK, managing the tendering and
comparison process on your behalf. By carefully managing contract
sourcing from a trusted panel of contract providers, we help our
clients achieve considerable savings without compromising
on quality.
HOW YOU BENEFIT
A proven route to market
Access to any manufacturer through an extensive range of

contract providers and special offer campaigns.
Best price promise deal on every vehicle we supply
Our promise to you is that we will source and supply the
most competitive deal on every vehicle from our lease
funding panel, giving you peace of mind that you get our
best pricing every time.
Improved productivity
Fleet acquisition and supply can be a very time
consuming and demanding task. We can
manage that responsibility on your behalf so
that you can concentrate on your core
business activities.
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Fleet Support

W

e will help you
Consultancy
to optimise your
Access to a wide knowledge-base of information
ﬂeet management
and advice.
platform while
minimising the need for
Fleet Policy Development
management intervention. By
Support with company scheme development, driver
beneﬁtting from consultant support
vehicle bandings and car policies, and access to
and an on-line solution you will
downloadable guides and editable templates.
have access to the right decision
making information, whenever
Inclusive Contracts
and wherever you need it, including
Contract servicing alerts, dedicated driver
key contract date reminders, service
service support, full maintenance, tyre
schedules, performance information, cost
replacement, breakdown cover and
commitments and driver BIK information.
accident management.

“A tailored, professional, efficient, and above
all, personal service”
Caroline Clarke
Practice Manager
Henry Hyams Solicitors

Contract Support
Dedicated driver ‘In Life Support
Manager’ for the duration of
the contract.
Myﬂeetmonitor
Access to our unique on-line
ﬂeet management information
system. Includes ‘permission’
based access for Fleet Managers and
individual drivers.
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Managed Risk

R

educing risk and ensuring compliance. We can help you
adopt a best practice approach to a risk-managed ﬂeet protecting drivers and management, while safeguarding
the public.

Your Duty of Care
We will provide you with guidance and an information platform to
help you analyse and respond to the risk factors associated with
running your ﬂeet. Including:
• System driven licence checks
• System driven vehicle checks
• Driver policy/handbook development
• Vehicle contract suitability and performance advice
• ‘Grey ﬂeet’ management advice (managing your
inherent liability for drivers using their own vehicles on
company business)

“I would thoroughly recommend
Allied Vehicle Contracts to any
contacts requiring assistance with
their company car policies and the
procurement of vehicles”
Mark Weems
Finance Director
Jarden Consumer Solutions (Europe) Ltd
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Environment

y balancing ethical
goals and corporate
realities, a progressive
ﬂeet policy will take
account of changing technology
and a company’s obligations to its
environment. This may be inﬂuenced
by ethical ambitions and end
customer performance demands.

Environmental Impact
Are you interested in reducing your carbon footprint
and increasing your company’s GREEN status, perhaps
helping you to win new contracts?
Green Economics
The beneﬁts extend far beyond ethical
considerations—you can derive real, tangible
beneﬁts too: reduced fuel costs, lower driver
BIK taxation and reduced employer national
insurance contributions.
Changing Technology and Fleet Performance
Opting for a ‘greener’ ﬂeet doesn’t have to
impact adversely on your ﬂeet lease costs.
We keep pace with the ever changing
improvements in technology allowing
us to help you engage with a green
response which is practical, costeffective and reﬂects a rate of change
that suits you and your business.

“We have found Allied Vehicle Contracts expertise to be second to none”
Adrian Broadbent
Managing Director
AD Broadbent and Co Ltd (Accountants)
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Company Bio

Established: January 1997
Trading Address: D Mill, Dean Clough Office Park, Halifax,
West Yorkshire, HX3 5AX
Email: info@avc-contracthire.co.uk
Telephone: 01422 329111
Fax: 01422 329222
Website: www.avc-contracthire.co.uk
Broker Member of the BVRLA (British Vehicle Rental and
Leasing Association) : Membership number—1190
Authorised and Regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority as a Credit Broker for regulated consumer credit
activities only. FRN 662340
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Approved Partner of Alphabet
(GB) Limited, Arval UK Limited,
Lex Autolease Limited and
Network Vehicles Limited.
Products and Services: Corporate
vehicle sourcing and funding
solutions, ﬂeet management support,
ﬂeet policy development, duty of care
assistance.
For a more effective way to manage your
vehicles call us now on 0800 0288323 or
email info@avc-contracthire.co.uk
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How to contact us:
Write: D Mill, Dean Clough Office Park,
Halifax, West Yorkshire, HX3 5AX
Email: info@avc-contracthire.co.uk
Call:

01422 329111

Fax:

01422 329222

Web:

www.avc-contracthire.co.uk

